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Introduction
Oaklins has in Denmark
throughout the past 40
years closed more than 250
transactions (sell-side and
buy-side) and is specialised
in mergers and acquisitions
and related financial advisory.
Oaklins is the world’s largest and most
experienced M&A advisor in the midmarket, with 850 professionals globally
and dedicated industry teams in over
45 countries worldwide. We take great
pride in our solid track record counting
5,500 closed transactions, including
more than 250 transactions in Denmark.
In every deal, we give nothing less
than our very best to do justice to the

extraordinary effort our clients give
to their businesses. Whether advising
privately and family-owned businesses,
private equity or corporates, we put our
personal pride and dedication into every
transaction.

DESCRIPTION OF THE REPORT
The purpose of the report is to explain
and map the movements in the Danish as
well as the European M&A market quarter
by quarter. The report is based on data
from Mergermarket and Infront Analytics
and is analysed on the basis of wellestablished criteria for the development
of the report. The report aims to identify
trends in the market and to present the
distribution of transactions across sectors
and categories of buyers.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
– Chapter 1

Highlights

– Chapter 2

The M&A market in Denmark

– Chapter 3

The M&A market in Europe

– Chapter 4

Price development in Europe

– Chapter 5

Methodology

– Chapter 6

Selected Oaklins transactions

“Oaklins truly delivered and worked hard, also when challenges occurred and it felt like an uphill
battle. It has been like having Terminators (the good Arnold from the sequel) at our side.”
AKSEL STUDSGARTH – GHOST
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Chapter 1
Highlights

Highlights
EUROPEAN AND DANISH M&A
MARKETS SHOW A RECORD START
TO 2021 DESPITE COVID-19
In Denmark, the number of companies sold
has increased by 15% from the levels of Q4
2020 to a new record level, higher than
any previous Q1, demonstrating a strong
transaction appetite from both buyer and
seller. The record level likely also reflects a
continued catch-up effect from transactions
that were put on hold due to COVID-19.

98 Danish companies sold in Q1 2021

Considering the wider European market,
the number of companies sold increased by
6% compared to the levels of Q4 2020, and
also a record start to 2021.

Financial vs. strategic buyers

Increase of 81% compared to Q1 2020

2,492 European companies sold in Q1 2021
Increase of 35% compared to Q1 2020

Financial buyers make up 34% of all Danish transactions in 2021

Financial buyers have shown a growing
appetite in a market that is increasingly
looking beyond COVID-19.

“For us who founded the company and managed it during its 30 years of
existence, Oaklins was the perfect partner for our sale. The combination of
industry insight, professional craftsmanship and uncompromising dedication,
made it a valuable contribution from an owner's perspective.”
JAN MISSER – DATACON ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
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Ch ap ter 1 - H ig h l i g h t s

SALE OF DANISH COMPANIES
The number of Danish companies sold
amounted to 98 in Q1 2021, an-all time
high for a single quarter.
The development exhibits an increase of
81% compared to the same quarter last
year (Q1 2020) and an increase of 15%
compared to the previous quarter (Q4
2020).
Approx. 57% of the Danish companies
acquired had international buyers.

DANISH COMPANIES'
ACQUISITIONS ABROAD
Danish companies completed 26
acquisitions abroad in Q1 2021, which
is an increase of 30% compared to the
same quarter last year (Q1 2020). This is
viewed as a strong, yet more normal level
versus the exceptionally high level seen
in Q4 2020.
68% of the Danish acquisitions were
within Europe, which shows a slightly
more diverse distribution than in 2020
where 72% were within Europe.

SALE OF EUROPEAN COMPANIES
The number of European companies sold
amounted to a record high of 2,492 in Q1
2021.
The development shows an increase of
6% compared to the previous quarter (Q4
2020) and an increase of 35% compared
to the same quarter last year (Q1 2020).
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Ch ap ter 1 - H ig h l i g h t s

The impact of COVID-19
M&A MARKET CONTINUES ON A HIGH ACTIVITY LEVEL AS Q1 SHOWS RECORD ACTIVITY
After nearly ten years of growth, the global M&A activity experienced a sudden setback due to the uncertainty regarding the
COVID-19 pandemic. A similar trend was evident in the Danish market. This COVID-19 impact was most greatly felt in Q2 2020. In
Q1 2021, which marks the anniversary of the first lockdown across most of Europe, M&A activity is at a record level, continuing the
strong momentum from the end of 2020. The strong market sentiment is also evident in the Danish M&A market, as transaction
volume is significantly higher than the same quarter last year (Q1 2020) and almost at the same level as the previous quarter (Q4
2020).
A more detailed analysis of the Danish market shows a quarter-by-quarter increase in transactions since Q2 2020, with Q1
2021 being almost on par with the high activity of Q4 2020. December 2020 and January 2021 recorded the highest amount of
transactions since the Danish government implemented comprehensive restrictions on 11 March 2020, as part of a nation-wide
lockdown to prevent the spread of COVID-19. The lockdown across Europe and the increased economic uncertainty resulted in
several delayed M&A processes. However, the transaction activity seen over the last six months gives good signs of recovery. While
some degree of uncertainty is still expected in terms of the duration and economic impact of the crisis, we see an increasingly
confident market, with buyers and sellers that look beyond the pandemic. The strong Q4 2020 and Q1 2021 likely reflect an element
of catch-up from transactions put on hold earlier in 2020, but does not change the overall picture of a confident market.
Since the outbreak of the pandemic in Q1 2020, there has been a shift in buyer types, as interest from financial buyers has reemerged as the year progressed. Financial buyers in Q1 2021 accounted for 34%, compared to 31% in 2020. Many financial investors
used the first months of COVID-19 to handle operations of existing portfolio companies and now pursue acquisitions in a market that
is increasingly looking beyond the pandemic.

MONTHLY DANISH TRANSACTIONS
When comparing to the quarters of the
past year, Q1 2021 is almost at the highest
level in terms of total transactions.
The impact of the global COVID-19
situation is most clearly seen in Q2
2020, with the lowest amount of total
transactions.

*Correction for transactions not yet registered in Q1 2021: 15
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Chapter 2
The M&A market
in Denmark

Cha p t e r 2

The M&A market in Denmark
M&A ACTIVITY REMARKABLY STRONG DESPITE SOME COVID-19
UNCERTAINTY
The Danish M&A market enjoyed a strong finish to 2020 with a Q4 activity level
above levels seen in recent years. The high activity level towards the end of 2020
continues into the first quarter of 2021.
The constituents of the overall level of activity are the following: A record high
number of Danish targets with more than half derived from cross-border transactions.
Meanwhile, Danish companies have a continuously high appetite for international
acquisitions; a trend that has picked up significantly during the COVID-19 pandemic.
This is offset slightly by fewer sales of Danish-owned, foreign companies.

“If it hadn’t been for Oaklins’
global access and seamless
execution, we wouldn’t
have been in this extremely
exciting situation.”
THOMAS JAKOBSEN
– GRAZPER

Among the acquired Danish companies, especially the technology sector was active,
making up 22% of all transactions. Following an initial slowdown during the COVID-19
pandemic, especially in the beginning of 2020, there has been an increasing interest
from financial buyers. Financial buyers make up 34% of all buyers in 2021.

ALL TRANSACTIONS IN DENMARK
All transactions in Denmark include
transactions with a Danish target, seller
or buyer. There has been a total of 128*
transactions in Denmark in Q1 2021.
This is on par with Q4 2020 but is an
increase of 49% compared to the same
quarter last year (Q1 2020).

*Correction for transactions not yet registered: 15

SALE OF DANISH COMPANIES
Sale of Danish companies include
transactions with a Danish target and
buyers from all countries. 98* Danish
companies have been acquired during
Q1 2021, which is a record-high observed
level.
The development is an increase of 15%
compared to the previous quarter (Q4
2020) and a significant increase of 81%
compared to the same quarter last year
(Q1 2020).
*Correction for transactions not yet registered: 10
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Ch ap ter 2 – T h e M & A mar ket in D e n m a rk

SECTOR DISTRIBUTION / TOP 5
Among the 88 registered acquisitions
of Danish companies in 2021, 78% of all
transactions were distributed within five
sectors.
In comparison, the distribution of the
top 5 sectors comprising 72% of all
transactions looked as follows in 2020:
Technology (27%), Industrial (16%),
Services (12%), Consumer & Retail (10%),
Healthcare (8%).

BUYER TYPES
Buyers behind Danish company
transactions were primarily strategic
players, accounting for 66% of all
acquisitions in 2021. The remaining 34%
of buyers are classified as financial.
In comparison, 69% of all buyers were
strategic and 31% financial in 2020.

DANISH COMPANIES ACQUIRED BY FOREIGN,
STRATEGIC BUYERS IN Q1 2021

ACTIVITY OF PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS AND OTHER
FINANCIAL INVESTORS IN DENMARK IN Q1 2021

(Selected registered transactions)

(Selected registered transactions)

– Kingspan Group Plc

– CVC Capital Partners Limited

–

– Nordic Capital

–
–
–
–

has acquired LOGSTOR A/S
Xero Limited
has acquired Planday A/S
Visma AS
has acquired Temponizer A/S
Impero Solutions Limited
has acquired Netop Solutions A/S
Diploma Plc
has acquired Simonsen & Weel A/S
Unzer POS GmbH
has acquired Clearhaus A/S
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has acquired Stark Group A/S

has acquired a minority stake in LEO Pharma A/S

– Ceder Capital

has acquired Kaffekapslen ApS (55%)

– Jysk-Fynsk Kapitalanlæg A/S

has acquired a minority stake in Juncker Industrier A/S

– Treville & Co. A/S

has acquired Flying Tiger Copenhagen A/S

– Impilo AB

has acquired Scantox A/S
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Ch ap ter 2 – T h e M & A mar ket in D e n m a rk

FOREIGN COMPANIES'
ACQUISITIONS IN DENMARK
In Q1 2021, 56 Danish companies were
sold to foreign buyers. This development
shows an increase of 17% compared to
the previous quarter (Q4 2020) and a
significant increase of 81% compared to
the same quarter last year (Q1 2020).

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF FOREIGN COMPANIES'
ACQUISITIONS IN DENMARK

•

In 2021, 70% of foreign buyers came
from Europe, among these 27% from the
Nordic countries. 25% of the buyers came
from North America and 5% from Asia.
In 2020, the distribution looked as
follows: Europe (82%), North America (11%)
and Asia (7%).

DANISH COMPANIES'
ACQUISITIONS ABROAD
Danish companies acquired 26* foreign
companies during Q1 2021. This is a
record high level for a first quarter, which
indicates a continuously healthy appetite
for international acquisitions, as an
attractive route to driving growth.

*Correction for transactions not yet registered: 4
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF DANISH COMPANIES'
ACQUISITIONS ABROAD
In 2021, 68% of all Danish acquisitions
were in Europe, among these 32% in the
Nordic countries. 23% of the acquisitions
were in North America and 9% in
Australia.
In 2020, the distribution looked as
follows: Europe (72%), North America
(18%), Asia (6%), Africa (2%), and Australia
(2%).

DANISH COMPANIES'
DIVESTMENTS OF FOREIGN
COMPANIES
In Q1 2021, Danish companies sold
four* foreign companies, which is below
the previous quarter (Q4 2020) and
significantly lower than the same quarter
last year (Q1 2020).

*Correction for transactions not yet registered: 1

DANISH COMPANIES' STRATEGIC ACQUISITIONS ABROAD
IN Q1 2021
(Selected registered transactions)
– Novo Holdings A/S

has acquired AltaSciences Company, Inc.

– Hempel A/S

has acquired Valspar Paint Limited

– Stark Group A/S

has acquired Melle Gallhöfer Dach GmbH

– Nordisk Film A/S

has acquired Supermassive Games Limited (30%)

– Lyngsoe Systems A/S

has acquired P.V. Supa Group

“Oaklins' understanding of our
niche and negotiating skills
towards the right international
buyers has been crucial for
the good result. We are very
pleased with their efforts.”
LARS BENDIXEN
– ELMA INSTRUMENTS

– Novasol A/S

has acquired StrandBergen BV
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Chapter 3
The M&A market
in Europe

Ch a p t e r 3

The M&A market in Europe
EUROPEAN MARKET CONTINUES HIGH ACTIVITY LEVEL IN 2021
In the European market, clear signs of recovery are showing with increasing M&A
activity. The transaction volume in Q1 2021 shows a promising development.
Though the overall 2020 M&A activity level was lower than 2019, Q4 of 2020
showed a significant increase in the number of sales of European companies,
European acquisitions outside Europe and divestments of European companies.
There appears to be a continued element of catch-up effect, with transactions
initially put on hold due to COVID-19, that have been agreed in the last quarter of
2020, and with this market confidence continuing in 2021.

“We have had a fruitful
collaboration with Oaklins,
which has been instrumental
in securing the acquisition
– our first transaction in
Denmark.”
THOMAS BILLING
– RÖKO

ALL TRANSACTIONS IN EUROPE
All transactions in Europe include
transactions with a European target, seller
or buyer. There has been a total of 3,061*
European transactions in Q1 2021.
The development shows an increase of
4% compared to the previous quarter (Q4
2020), and an increase of 34% compared
to the same quarter last year (Q1 2020).

*Correction for transactions not yet registered: 482

SALE OF EUROPEAN COMPANIES
Sale of European companies include
European targets acquired by buyers
from all countries. In Q1 2021, 2,492*
European companies were acquired.
The development shows an increase of
6% compared to the previous quarter (Q4
2020), and an increase of 35% compared
to the same quarter last year (Q1 2020).

*Correction for transactions not yet registered: 408
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EUROPEAN COMPANIES'
ACQUISITIONS OUTSIDE EUROPE
European companies have acquired 446*
companies outside Europe during Q1
2021.
The development is on par with the
previous quarter (Q4 2020), but shows an
increase of 30% compared to the same
quarter last year (Q1 2020).

*Correction for transactions not yet registered: 63

EUROPEAN COMPANIES'
DIVESTMENTS OF NON-EUROPEAN
COMPANIES
European companies have sold 123*
companies based outside Europe during
Q1 2021.
The development shows a decrease of
11% compared to the previous quarter (Q4
2020), but an increase of 27% compared
to the same quarter last year (Q1 2020).
*Correction for transactions not yet registered: 11
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Chapter 4
Price development
in Europe

Ch a p t e r 4

Price development in Europe
TRANSACTION PRICING REMAINS STABLE
Looking at the past 3-5 years, the valuations of privately traded European companies are relatively stable with no or limited
indication of inflated prices. Compared to the stock market index, private companies have, on average, been traded at a slight
discount. This is likely to give some resilience in relation to the public market share price fluctuations seen over the past 12 months,
and particularly in the context of the potential for a market correction following on from the public market rebound seen over the
past year.
There was initially some fear about COVID-19's possible impact on pricing of private company transactions, but pricing has to date
shown strong resilience. There is still an element of COVID-19 uncertainty, and buyers remain thorough in their due diligence efforts,
considering how a target would perform during a potential downturn, but buyers also show a strong willingness to plan for the time
beyond COVID-19.

PRICING OF PRIVATE COMPANIES REMAINS LESS VOLATILE THAN THE STOCK MARKET
The indexation of the EV/EBITDA-multiple (median) for transactions in Europe in 2021 is at index 112. This is lower than both 2019
and 2020. However, it should be noted that the calculations are based on 82 preliminary observations for 2021 compared to 669
observations for the full year 2019 and 417 observations for the full year 2020.

Number of observations

866

957

1,119

960

462

720

759

719

721

905

834

975

883

747

669

417

82

– The trend of the price development on the M&A market tends to follow the general movement in listed stock prices with
–
–
–
–
–
–

a delay of 3-6 months
Transactions with a deal value of at least $5m are included
EBITDA = earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation
EV = Enterprise Value
Index 100 = Year 2005
The price level is affected by relatively large transactions
The stock index Dow Jones Stoxx 600-index is a broad index comprising the largest European companies
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Chapter 5
Methodology

METHODOLOGY

CRITERIA FOR THE DATA USED

The time of the transaction is defined as
the announcement date. Transactions are
not included if an offer is subsequently
expired or withdrawn.

For transactions with known deal value,
the transaction value must be larger than
or equal to $5m.

The analysis of the Danish M&A Market
includes both sales of Danish companies,
Danish companies' acquistions of
foreign companies, Danish companies'
divestments of foreign companies as
well as foreign companies' acquisitions in
Denmark.

Denmark
At least one of the parties involved must
be Danish (buyer, seller or target).

The analysis includes comparison to
sales of European companies, European
companies' acquisitions of companies
outside Europe as well as European
companies' divestments of non-European
companies.
The prevailing analysis includes revised
data for the period 1st January 2020 to
31st March 2021.
There has been added a correction
for the number of not yet registered
transactions to the data from Q1 2021,
based on historical experience.

Transactions where the deal value is
unknown are included.
Transactions are included if the
ownership stake traded is more than 30%
or unknown.
Europe
At least one of the parties involved must
be European (buyer, seller or target).
Transactions where the deal value is
unknown are included.
Transactions are included if the
ownership stake traded is more than 30%
or unknown.

M&A Market Review - Denmark/Europe Q1 2021

EUROPE
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Albania
Andorra
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Belgium
BosniaHerzegovina
Bulgaria
Channel
Islands
the Czech
Republic
Croatia
Cyprus
Denmark
Estonia
the Faroe
Islands
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Gibraltar
Greece
Greenland
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Isle of Man
Italy
Latvia
Lichtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Malta
Moldovia
Monaco
Montenegro
the
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
San Marino
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United
Kingdom
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Chapter 6
Selected Oaklins
transactions

Accelerating growth
through strategic acquisitions
DEAL NEWS | CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING SERVICES

MT HØJGAARD HOLDING A/S’
BUSINESS UNIT, ENEMÆRKE &
PETERSEN, HAS ENTERED INTO
AN AGREEMENT TO ACQUIRE THE
NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION
AND CARPENTRY COMPANY
RAUNSTRUP.
The strategic acquisition will bolster
Enemærke & Petersen’s (E&P)
geographical position in Denmark and
strengthen its activities within building
maintenance services. The Raunstrup
brand will remain, and activities as well
as daily management will continue
unchanged under E&P’s ownership.
Headquartered in Aarhus, Denmark, and

founded in 1967, the Raunstrup group has
a strong market position offering a wide
range of carpentry and building services.
The group includes the subsidiaries
Raunstrup Byggeri, Raunstrup
Bygningsservice and Raunstrup Tømrer.
The group has more than 300 employees
and generated revenue of c. EUR 65
million in the fiscal year 2019/20.
Headquartered in Copenhagen,
Denmark, MT Højgaard Holding (MTHH)
is one of the leading construction and
civil engineering companies in Denmark
with roots back to 1918. The company is
listed on the Nasdaq OMX Copenhagen
stock exchange. MTHH has more than

3,900 employees and generated revenue
of c. EUR 700 million in 2019. The
subsidiary E&P is a market leader within
refurbishment of social housing, schools
etc. E&P has more than 700 employees
and generated revenue of c. EUR 300
million in 2019.

Deal team

Oaklins was engaged by MT Højgaard
Holding as strategic and financial advisor
in this transaction. The acquisition marks
Oaklins’ third transaction as advisor to MT
Højgaard.

“We are very pleased with Oaklins’ assistance in our most recent acquisition. We have worked with
the team for a long time and always appreciated their honest and personal approach to our M&A
activities as well as their broader strategic advice.”
MARTIN SOLBERG, CFO – MT HØJGAARD HOLDING

M&A Market Review - Denmark/Europe Q1 2021
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Taking property renovation
to the next level
DEAL NEWS | CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING SERVICES

BLUE EQUITY IS PARTNERING
WITH BANG & BEENFELDT – THE
LEADING NICHE PROPERTY
RENOVATION ENGINEERING
CONSULTANCY IN DENMARK.

construction – from initial programming
and budgeting over design to construction management, supervision and
delivery – Bang & Beenfeldt is a widely
known and respected market participant.

Bang & Beenfeldt advises on an
array of large and small construction
projects, primarily in Copenhagen,
within renovations of existing housing
stock, new property constructions and
extensions as well as urban renewals.

The core competence is centered around
building renovation, i.e. conversion,
transformation and extension of both
large and small renovation projects.
Clients are primarily public housing
organisations and owners’ associations.
Bang & Beenfeldt is a lean and well-run
operator in the building sector and has
a strong local presence in the capital
region of Copenhagen.

The company employs a highly skilled
team, bringing superior quality, agility
and dynamics when undertaking its
interdisciplinary tasks. With more than
45 years of experience in all phases of

Blue Equity is headquartered in
Copenhagen, Denmark, and founded in
2004 on the initiative of Norlys (one of
the largest utility companies in Denmark)
and PFA (one of the largest pension
funds in Denmark). Blue Equity invests
in small and medium-sized Danish
companies, providing capital, knowledge
and networks in order to realise value
creation in close cooperation with
management.

Deal team

Oaklins was engaged by the owners
of Bang & Beenfeldt as strategic and
financial advisor in this transaction.

“Partnering with Blue Equity provides us with strategic and financial support, enabling us to
accelerate our growth trajectory as a niche consultancy with an edge. Oaklins understood the
opportunity, what would be the best solution for leveraging our strong DNA and how to get the
transaction done in a manner that created value for all parties.”
ANDERS BANG OLSEN, MAJORITY OWNER & CHAIRMAN – BANG & BEENFELDT
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Accelerating digital food safety
and sustainability in professional kitchens
DEAL NEWS | TMT

VIA EQUITY HAS INVESTED IN
ESMILEY, A NORDIC MARKETLEADING SUPPLIER OF SELFMONITORING SAAS SOLUTIONS
WITHIN FOOD SAFETY
COMPLIANCE AND FOOD WASTE.
With eSmiley’s attractive market
position and VIA equity’s track-record of
supporting niche technology companies,
eSmiley is fuelled to accelerate
growth and increase its international
footprint. Management shareholders
are reinvesting into the new ownership
structure.
VIA equity’s investment in eSmiley is
a strong fit with its investment focus,

offering great potential to build an
international niche market leader.

its solutions operational in more than 15
countries.

Headquartered in Copenhagen,
Denmark, and founded in 2008, eSmiley
is a Nordic market-leading supplier of
digital self-monitoring SaaS solutions
within food safety compliance for
professional kitchens. The product range
also includes a solution to reduce food
waste in professional kitchens. eSmiley
has developed a proprietary subscriptionbased SaaS concept and has more
than 6,000 customers including hotels,
restaurants, canteen operators, food
production facilities as well as public
institutions. The company operates out
of offices in Denmark and Norway, with

Headquartered in Copenhagen,
Denmark, and founded in 2006, VIA
equity is a leading Northern European
multi-stage private equity firm. The
core investment focus is on specialised
technology and service companies with
headquarters in Northern Europe. VIA
equity has a total of more than EUR 400m
under management and eSmiley is the
first investment from its fourth fund.

Deal team

Oaklins was engaged by eSmiley as
strategic and financial advisor in this
transaction.

“With Oaklins on board, it was like having our own SWAT team to lead every aspect of the transaction
from initial preparation to final negotiations. Oaklins allowed us to focus on running the business,
while ensuring an attractive deal for the shareholders and a strong platform to support the company’s
growth – we are extremely pleased with the outcome.”
LARS FRIIS, OWNER & CEO – ESMILEY
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A Danish green footprint
brought into a European context
DEAL NEWS | BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES

THE FOUNDERS AND
SHAREHOLDERS OF OKNYGAARD
HAVE SOLD THE COMPANY
TO IDVERDE. WITH THIS
TRANSACTION, DENMARK’S
LARGEST PRIVATELY OWNED
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE AND
LANDSCAPING COMPANY WILL
JOIN FORCES WITH ITS LARGEST
EUROPEAN PEER.
With more than 30 years of experience
OKNygaard is a leading Danish provider
of services within grounds maintenance
and landscaping. The present entity was
established in 2013, as a merger of two
well-established regional landscaping

companies; Bent Nygaard Anlæg and OK
Grøn Anlæg.
Since then, OKNygaard has effectively
executed an ambitious growth strategy
and has grown into a leading nationwide
company, serving more than 90% of the
Danish municipalities. Other customers
include private and public companies,
housing associations, institutions and
organisations, either with local or
nationwide presence.
OKNygaard has approx. 550 employees,
operating from 11 different locations
strategically situated across Jutland,
Zealand and Funen. In 2019, OKNygaard
reported a turnover of EUR 80 million.

idverde is Europe’s largest provider of
grounds maintenance and landscape
construction services, with an annual
turnover of EUR c. 700 million and
7,000 employees. The group operates
throughout France, UK, Netherlands and
Denmark and is owned by management
alongside Core Equity Holdings, a
Belgium-based private equity firm.
The transaction constitutes a strategic
milestone for idverde in its quest to be
strongly positioned in Denmark.

Deal team

Oaklins was engaged by the owners of
OKNygaard as strategic and financial
advisor in this transaction.

“Being a founder 30 years ago, I never imagined we could create a sizeable company like OKNygaard.
The sale to idverde is a win-win situation, giving us a unique opportunity to accelerate our growth
journey as part of Europe’s leading landscaping company, while strengthening idverde’s presence in
Denmark significantly. Oaklins’ seamless execution throughout the process was absolutely essential
for the outcome.”
OLE KJÆRGAARD, CEO & OWNER – OKNYGGARD
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DEAL NEWS | AGRICULTURE

SKIOLD, A DENMARKHEADQUARTERED
COMPANY, ACQUIRES SPAINHEADQUARTERED ROTECNA,
CREATING A STRONG
PARTNERSHIP IN DELIVERY OF
COMPLETE PIG FARM SOLUTIONS.
SKIOLD, headquarted in Sæby, Denmark,
has more than 140 years of experience
providing seed-, feed-, and farmequipment and solutions. SKIOLD covers
the complete value chain from field to
livestock, including seed processing,
grain handling, feed milling, and poultry-,
cattle- and pig farming equipment.
Founded in 1991 and headquartered in

Agramunt, Spain, Rotecna specialises in
the design, manufacture and marketing
of equipment and solutions for the pig
farming industry. Enabled by its innovative
DNA, Rotecna has played a central role
in supporting the development of Spain’s
pork production industry, and has grown
consistently over the past 10 years from
c. EUR 10m in revenue in 2010 to nearly
EUR 50m in 2020.

The combination of SKIOLD and Rotecna
delivers clear strategic benefits to both
companies, including a stronger global
footprint and enhanced platform to
grow in new markets, a broader product
portfolio of leading technologies and
increased scale to support investments in
R&D, including digital solutions. With this
acquisition, SKIOLD group’s revenue is
approaching EUR 200m.

Since 2016, Rotecna has been partly
owned by the Spanish private equity
investors Talde and Oquendo. Rotecna
will become a part of SKIOLD’s existing
pig business unit, nearly doubling its size
in terms of revenue.

Deal team

Oaklins was engaged to advise SKIOLD
and its majority shareholder Solix Group,
as strategic and financial advisor in
the transaction; a joint effort between
Oaklins’ teams in Denmark and Spain.

“By combining our business we will be able to serve our customers even better through
a strengthened product portfolio and increased scale to build an even more comprehensive
sales and service network globally.”
SØREN OVERGAARD, CEO – SKIOLD
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AXEL JOHNSON INTERNATIONAL
EXPANDS WITHIN INDUSTRIAL
AUTOMATION THROUGH THE
ACQUISITION OF CALDAN
CONVEYOR, CREATING A STRONG
PARTNERSHIP IN DELIVERY
OF OVERHEAD AND FLOOR
CONVEYOR SYSTEMS.
The acquisition of Caldan is well aligned
with Axel Johnson International’s longterm strategy to provide complete
technical solutions for a variety of
industrial customers. Caldan will
become an integral part of Axel Johnson
International’s recently formed industrial
automation segment and part of the
business group Industrial Solutions.

Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden,
the Axel Johnson group was founded in
1873 and remains in family ownership,
now in the fourth and fifth generations.
Axel Johnson International acquires
and develops companies with profitable
growth in strategically selected niche
markets, primarily technical components
and industrial process solutions. Axel
Johnson International companies employ
4,400 people in 30 countries. Annual
sales exceed EUR 1,100 million.
Headquartered outside Aarhus,
Denmark, Caldan is a leading supplier of
overhead and floor conveyor systems.
The company has 130 employees and
more than 50 years of experience within

design, manufacture and installation of
internal transport systems for automated
surface treatment processes and
materials handling. Caldan is a market
leader in its niche in Europe and a strong
player in the Asian and North American
markets. The company has installed more
than 4,500 conveyor systems across a
wide range of industries.

Deal team

Oaklins was engaged by Axel Johnson
International as strategic and buy-side
M&A advisor.

“The Oaklins team was highly dedicated and has long experience in providing buy-side advice.
We couldn’t be happier with the guidance and support that they provided throughout the process.”
HANS GLEMSTEDT,
HEAD OF STRATEGY AND M&A – AXEL JOHNSON INTERNATIONAL
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We are passionate,
about your industry and M&A

Deep local roots,
global commitment
Oaklins brings you opportunities
from across the world and we
meet you with our expertise
wherever you are.

850 professionals
70 offices in 45 countries
5,500+ deals
dedicated industry teams

Oaklins Denmark A/S
Østergade 26B
DK-1100 Copenhagen K
Denmark
Phone +45 33 43 60 00
Email info@dk.oaklins.com
www.oaklins.com
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